At Two Planks and a Passion Theatre company, where I have been the Artistic Director since 1992, our creative ensemble has been committed to seeking performance opportunities in which we can immerse our audiences as fully as possible. Two Planks and a Passion refers to a central aesthetic of our company's work-a style of presentation that makes a virtue out of a deliberately spare set of production values. Our commitment to innovation stems from an intentionally restricted palette: our productions are marked by the ingenuity and dedication of performers, designers, writers, and directors to create works full of wonder without the assistance of any technology whatsoever.
have built in order to deliver it to audiences. The theatre spaces we have built since 1950 have as much influence on the programming choices we make now as personal taste, appetite for risk, or the over-arching social trends in our society. Similar venues across this country will often produce similar seasons of work. The heat needs to stay on. The seats need to be filled.
Economics aside, the physical limitations of these spaces have imposed a very rigid relationship between performer and audience, setting a series of expectations that are rarely thwarted with any success. Season ticket holders can see an entire year of programming with the same physical relationship to the stage each time, regardless of the work. The implied separation of audience and performer ("I am on stage under light, you are out there in the dark") is so ingrained in our culture we rarely question if it is useful. It's the way we do things. It just is.
Our privilege working at Ross Creek includes the ability to put many of these restrictions aside in favour of other ones that we find compelling. Rather than a building with a fixed or restricted relationship between performer and audience, we make use of varied terrain to shape this relationship uniquely for each work. So much of our civilization and our known history is linked to the moment we learned to control fire. It kept us warm, allowed us to cook our food, and kept predators at bay. It was wielded by armies and used to conquer the elements, eventually leading us into the industrial age. It also, arguably, represents the beginning of theatre: a group of people, huddled around a fire, sharing stories to pass the time until the sun rose.
Our initial goal with this series was to explore one of the oldest theatrical contexts to discover what it holds for a contemporary audience. Performed in darkness around a large fire, this form is perhaps the purest distillation of our artistic vision that we have ever attempted. The restrictions are both severe and liberating at 
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the same time; only one source of light, audience and performers sitting together surrounded by an enveloping darkness with no technological assistance or enhancement. Our desire for intimate engagement and absolute commitment led us to perhaps the most primitive concept possible-where the potential for creating a sacred space is tangible. Among the things that make this experience a particularly immersive one is the circle made up of audience and performers gathered around the fire. On the inside of that circle, we find warmth, camaraderie, and safety. Outside the circle, we sense the rapidly chilling night air, complete darkness, and the fear of what might lie in wait for us in the void. It's a primal instinct for survival that draws our focus inward both to the fire and to the safety of our fellow human beings. We don't really learn this behaviour, rather, we know it through the experiences of those who came before us. Without prior discussion, we become a community.
Another (unexpected) key to the uniquely immersive quality of fireside theatre is the necessity for audience members to visualize nearly everything in their mind's eye. While the performers and audience members can see each other by the light of the fire, everyone's focus tends toward the fire itself, with exceptions as performers grab the focus away. The images we conjure as an audience are far more vivid than anything we could stage ourselves. Millennia of oral traditions have prepared us for fireside theatre.
While there are many compelling visual discoveries to make in this creative context, it's the power of the spoken word that is most elevated around the fire.
In some cases, we have taken the immersive potential of the fireside to the extreme of eliminating the notion of costumes altogether. Our adaptation of Homer's Iliad featured eleven performers in their street clothes. They were in no way distinguishable from the audience members they sat with. As the production began, gradually audience members began to realize that they weren't watching a performance that was separate from themselves-they were inside it.
These experiences have led me to question whether we might sometimes be misguided in our attempts to "immerse" our audiences. When we introduce layers of artifice into a theatrical experience we are often attempting to convince our audience of an alternate reality. But is immersion into a projected, holographic world that is inter-connected to the web actually exploiting the true potential of the theatre? Or, is it actually a capitulation to those who believe the theatre is, at its root, obsolete? Is interaction with a live performance through my cell phone a singular experience? Is sitting by a projected fire more engaging than sitting by a real one? Is watching a video of a person speaking ever more engaging than a live human? Is immersion best accomplished through intricate layers of artifice, design, and technological wizardry? Or, is it sometimes best achieved through the absence of any of those things? 
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Our exploration of fireside theatre has radically changed my notion of what immersion is, and the potential for the theatre to achieve it. Immersing an audience in the natural world-once the stuff of everyday life-is now a singular experience for many people. If the theatre is to be capable of bringing new perspectives and experiences to our audiences, we must attempt to strip it of the distractions and gimmicks that make the theatre a cardboard cut-out that resembles our contemporary world. We must ask ourselves: immersed into what? Surrounding someone is not the same thing as engaging them.
Recently a regional theatre launched an ad campaign to announce its upcoming season and subscriber drive. The message of the campaign was (I am paraphrasing here) "Theatre. It's almost as good as cinema." Most of the plays being staged in the season were originally films. While it's understandable that this institution identified the cinema as key competition for the finite entertainment dollars of its patrons, this kind of thinking strikes me as self-defeating. Creating theatre where we are trying to re-create a cinematic reality or the scope of cinematic language misses the point. The theatre can accomplish things cinema can't. We need to explore those things that are uniquely theatrical and that leave movies to the film-makers.
Among the things the theatre (and fireside theatre is an excellent example) can address is our contemporary audience's need to experience a sense of true communality. It is perhaps a defining irony of our daily existence that we have never been more interconnected and yet simultaneously alone at any other time in our history. Social media has made it easier to instantly communicate with a self-selected network of contacts with ease. But the nature of that communication, and the time that it takes out of our daily lives, is resulting in a dearth of what we must have: human contact and a sense of belonging. Many contemporary theatremakers are attempting to incorporate this technology into their work in an effort (in my view) to hook new theatregoers with the bait of technology. It's a reasonable strategy, but one that also seems to miss an essential question: is our work a simulation of the real world or an elevated synthesis of what we need the world to be?
Above all, I believe immersion should be a two-way street. A young actress performing in a production at Ross Creek was having difficulty accessing the feeling that life was never so precious as in the moment when one is about to lose it. It was simply outside her experience. In an early performance with an audience, she suddenly understood. When I asked her how she had finally come to engage with the material, she answered: "I looked into the eyes of an old man sitting in a wheelchair in the front row. He understood, and then I did too."
In coming together around the fire, the agreement made between audience and performer is a complete one. When something tragic happens, it's tragic for all of us. When a good person is wronged through cowardice, it's our cowardice. When someone triumphs over adversity, we share in the accomplishment. We agree that there is no time before, and no time after. For now, there is only the moment, the circle, and the fire. In the end, that's all we really need.
